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Call for Papers 
STACS ‘93 
10th Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer 
Science ‘93, February 25-27, 1993 
The 10th Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science 1993 is organized 
jointly by the Special Interest Group for Theoretical Computer Science of the 
Gesellschaft fur Informatik (GI) and the Special Interest Group for Fundamental 
Computer Science of AFCET. 
Typical, hut not em-hire fopics of interest 
Algorithms and Data Structures Automata and Formal Languages 
Computational Complexity Computational Geometry 
Cryptography Computer Systems Theory 
Theory of Programming Languages Mathematics of Computation 
Program Specification Theory of Parallel and Distributed 
Theory of Data Bases Computation 
Logic in Computer Science VLSI Structures 
Learning Theory Knowledge Representation 
Authors are invited to submit 6 copies of a draft (in English, 5512 pages, the title page 
must contain a classification of the topics covered, preferably using the list of topics 
above) and 15 copies of a one-page abstract before August 15, 1992 to the chairperson 
of the program committee: 
Prof. Dr. Klaus W. Wagner, Lehrstuhl fur Theoretische Informatik, 
Universitat Wiirzburg, Am Exerzierplatz 3, 8700 Wiirzburg, Germany. 
Phone: +49-931-887810. 
Email: stats@ informatik.uni-wuerzburg.de. 
Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
Papers not followin g tho guidelines above risk to be rcjectcd \vithout consideration. 
Accepted papers will be pitblishcd in the proceeditigz of the symposium (Lccturc 
Notes in C‘omputer Science. Springer Verlap). 
S~~srlw~s arc to bc presented on in\ itation. 
PYO~~III Ccwtr~ti/rw: K.W. Wagner (Wiiwburg. chairperson). H. Bodlaendet- 
(Utrecht). M. C’rochemorc (Paris). I’. Enjnlbert (C’acn). A. Finkef (Cnchan). 
D. C;olt~~~tt-He~tttchamps ( Paris). J. Karhutniiki (Tut-kit). A. DC LUGI (Rotna). 
M. Kusino\vitch (Lorraine). ;\. Salwicki (Pau). E.. Shamir (Jeru~afem). P. Stat-kc 
(Berlin). E. WeI. (Berlin). P. Widmayer (F-reiburg). M. Wirsing ( Miinchen). 
Olytrrli~irr~/ C‘r)rllrllif/c’c’: .I. Woltf \. Gudcnberg (Wiirrburg. chairperson). J. Albert. 
G. Buntrock. S. Frank. II_ Hertratnpf. H. Volltner. K.W. Wagner (WiirLburg). 
The sqtnpcAum ii; organked in cooperation u.ith EATCS. and k sponsored b? 
Stxdtler-Mars GtnbH. Keupp. DFG. f- remd~nverkehrs~tt~~t Wiir/burg. Vogel 
Vcrlag. f BM. k.aber-(‘astell. 
